The future has arrived: **NEW EVOLUTION**
by Hamberger Sanitary
HARO has identified this trend and developed a new design language for WC seats: EVOLUTION by Hamberger Sanitary. Crystal clear lines, super-flat design, invisible integration of technology – the perfect complement for modern ceramics in the bathroom and WC. And it’s not just the new design but also the comfort that is to thank for this unprecedented wellness atmosphere. ERA, EVO and EOX indulge with the SoftClose® automatic closing system and TakeOff® hinge technology. Resistant, durable, sustainable.

The trend towards flat, minimalist lines is not just limited to the world of technology where, stripped back to the bare essentials, design is showcased in its purest form. Rather this quest for simplicity and clarity is also being reflected increasingly in the world of architecture and living:

HARO has been honoured with one of the internationally coveted design awards for the groundbreaking styling of its WC seats – and not for the first time either.

"Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication."

STEVE JOBS, APPLE FOUNDER

 grams is what an ERA weighs. Playful lightness not just in terms of the design, but also with the high-performance material duroplast.

Despite its ultra-flat silhouette, the EVOLUTION series offers comfort features such as SoftClose® and TakeOff®. This is the number of openings and closings in a test cycle. That’s because even such a design icon has to undergo Hamberger Sanitary’s toughest stress and rupture tests.

Exquisite design
HARO has been honoured with one of the internationally coveted design awards for the groundbreaking styling of its WC seats – and not for the first time either.

Superior in size. Perfection in every detail. The fully reconstructed unit of hinge and damper allows an unprecedented extremely flat WC seat design.
Beautifully flat. But there’s more!

EVOLUTION also means continuing proven practice. Comfort extras such as SoftClose® or TakeOff® come as standard while the sophisticated fixing methods have been redimensioned and perfectly integrated into the futuristic design. Or to put it another way: Beauty that comes from within.

Functionality:
- SoftClose® automatic closing system – a touch of the finger and the WC seat closes slowly and quietly all by itself
- TakeOff® – the WC seat can be taken off fully in one move

Ergonomics:
- Pleasant sense of touch thanks to ergonomic design
- Comfortable seating thanks to flat styling of the seat ring

Quality:
- Uncompromising stress and rupture tests
- Made from the ceramic-like hard plastic material duroplast
- Hinges of stainless steel
- Retains its radiant gloss even years later

Hygiene:
- Pore-free, extremely smooth surface
- Extremely flat buffer for light cleaning without corners and edges
- Smooth-surfaced underside for perfect wipe-down cleanliness

Fit:
- With the basic shapes oval and D-shape the EVOLUTION series offers the right toilet seat for all common, modern ceramics

Dynamic, linear:
Clear surfaces and precisely drawn lines characterise this reinvention of the classic design.

Playful, elegant:
The gently curved silhouette expressively counteracts the edginess of the minimalist form.

Puristic, striking:
The d-shaped WC seat demonstrates character and blends ideally with current trends from the world of architecture and living.